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Abstract. The defmltion scheme, “A poset P is Z-inductive if it has a subposet B of Z-compact 
elements such that for every element p of P there is a Z-set S in B such that p = UK” becomes 
meaningful when we replace the symbol Z by such adjectives as “directed”, “chain”, “pairwire 
corpatibie”, “singleton”, etc. Furthermore. several theorems have been proved that seem to 
differ only in their instantiations of Z. A similar phenomena occurs when we consider concepts 
nzcb as Z-completeness or Z-continuity. This suggests that in all these different cases we are 
really talking about Z same thing. In this paper we show that this is irldeed the case by abstracting 
&Jut the essential common properties of the different instantiations of Z and prnvin)z common 
theorems within the resulting abstract framework. 
0. Imtrodu&on 
The definition schema, “A poset P is Z-inductive if it has a subposet B of 
Z-compact elemerlts such that for every element p of F’there is a Z-set S in B such 
that p =: US,” becomes meaningful when we replace the symbol Z by such adjec- 
tives as “dir :cted”, “chain”, “pairwise compatible”, “singleton”, etc. Furthermore. 
severa! thf:orems have been proved that seem to differ only in their instantiationc of 
2. A s’imilar phenomena occurs when we consider concepts such as Z-compltbtt>- 
ness o’r Z-continuity. This suggests that in all these different cast’s we ;irt” ~-call! 
talking about 2 same thing. In this paper we show that this is inked rhc ca?c h!, 
abstracting out the essen,tial common properties of the different. instaniiarions nf 7 
and prc:ving common theorems within the resulting abstract framcwcjrk. 
The results in this paper are presented as pure mathen~;*tics. that i%. ~iih~u~ 
applications. However the underlying motivation comes from the :ipplic‘alion 01 
pose& with Z-set structure to problems in computer science and, in particuiar. I:) 
fixed-yloint semanks for program ing iar,guagcii. Sk‘<. for t:a:iI99plc l-3/> fil.h.1~. ill 
fact, w.e use the term “Z-set”. but primarily as a notati~,n;f! dcvicc. 
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0~s investigations of Z-inductive posets were initiated b,i the need to answer 
questions that arose in the process of formalizing the introd;lction of higher type 
variabtes into recursion equations. The actual construction employed ordered 
aigebraic theories and required showing that the resulting ordc red algebraic theory 
was Z-complete For some suitable choice of 2. The work of Co,srcelle and Nivat [6j 
suggested that the desired results could be obtained by restrictiitg our attention to 
Z-complete Z-inductive algebraic theories.’ However, Courcclle and Nivat dealt 
onby with the case Z = “directed”, and ‘we were interested in other cases as well. In 
the process of looking at other choices of Z we realized that the desired results 
could be proved in an abstract framework and it was therefore not necessary tcJ 
treat each case individually. The present paper sums up our resvlts on Z-inductive 
pose& we hope to present results on other topics, such as Z-continuity, in future 
papers. 
As noted above, many of the results and ideas here have previously appeared for 
particular Instances of 2. IIn addi to [6], we have found much c f use in [4,5, IO]. 
fa the next section the basic cenoepts uch as poset, monotonic function, etc. are 
reviewed. The abstract concept of a “subset system” on posets is de5ned. Some 
elementav results are proved, and we give a number of impor !ant and familiar 
examples of subset systems on the category of posets. 
In Section 2 a Z-inductive poset is defined to be a poset P with the property 
that for each p EP there exists a Z-set S of Z-compact elements of P with 
p = US. Elementary properties of Z-inductive posets are investigated. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a Z-inductive posei: to be 
Z-complete. “Extension theorems” are given for extending a monotonic 
funz&ri t&fined on the Z-compact elements of P, to a function defined on all 
oa P. 
The third section deals with completions. We give conditions on 2 that guaran- 
tee that the poset of Z-ideals of P will be Z-inductive and, in addition, Z- 
complete. 
The results of the preceeding sections are combined and restated within a 
categorical framework in Section 4. We present three different contexts within. 
which the construction of the inductive closure jp of a poset P corresponds to an 
adjoin% functor. 
We conclude in Section 5 with a discvssion of what we corrsider to be some 
~~~t~ra~ and interesting questions that would extend this work in important direc- 
FiCXlS. 
d BitieB f4-j awf rniay foi~~w~u~, : c -’ ..kluding Scott [13) and Courcelle and Nivat [6], use the adjective 
‘“Hebraic* rather than the combinal ions of “inductive, c3mplet.c.” WC use “inductive” in o&r to 
avoid ~~~~~~rn~ such as “algehaic alghras” and worse, %lpr,braic algebraic theories” in our appli- 
cE&n of a&-se results, 
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1. Posets with a subset system 
A pose? is a set P equipped with a partial order r= 011 P. l,~r S c B; then I( E P is an 
tpp~r bound for S if L: c u for every p E S; u is a least upper bomd for S if u is an 
L.pper bound for S and u c u for every upper bound u of S. \Je write US for the 
Izast upper bound of S if it exists. 
Let P and P’ be posets; therl a mapping f: P + P’ is said to be monotortic if it 
preserves the ordering, i.e. for all p, p’~ P, pip’ implies pf~p’f. (Note that we 
usually write the argument to the ieft of the function.) The collection of all posets 
together with the monotonic mappings forms a category PO, called the category of 
post?ts.* 
We say that an element _I_ of a poset P is the k~tforn eiement of P if it is minimum 
in P, i.e. if J_ Ep for all p E P. We say a poset is strict if it hcs a bottom element; we 
say a monotonic mapping f: P-+ P’ between strict posets is .mict if If= -L. The 
strict posets toge.ther with the strict monotonic mappings bctwevn them form a 
,_ called the mtegory of strict pose& 
Let PO be the category of posets with monotonk lunctitins as morphisms. A 
subset sys’em on Fo is a function Z whicfi assigns to each pot:et P, a set Z[ P] of 
subsets ni P such that 
(1) there exists a poset P such that Z[P] contaks some non-empty r;ct; and, 
(2) :2f:P-+P’inPoandSEZ[P],thenSf-(sfIsESjEZIPi]. 
We call the elements of Z[P], the Z-sets of P, and say “S is a Z-set in P”, when 
s E Z[P]. 
A subset I of a polset P is an ideal IfT it is downward &)sed: p E 1’ and p’zp 
implies P’E I. kef S by, Gil arbitrary subset o P; then the ideal geflerureld by S Is 
$ = (p 1.9 Gp’ fur some p’ E S}. 
An ideal in P is a Z-ideal iff it is generated by some Z-set in P. Z-idea!s form :hc 
basis for the Z-i.ndLctive closure construction of Section 3. 
Give.2 a st:b:ret system Z on PO, we say that a poset P is Z-complete ifT every 
Z-set of P i,as il least upper bound in P. A morphism f: P -+ P’ is Z-continuous i!f 
for every Z-set S in P such that US exisrs, we have 
(LJS)f = LJ{sf 1 s E 3:. 
of Z’s which\ we enumerated and which ase included in the list below. The oroperty 
we used is now the principal part of the deifinition, i.e., that the image, under a 
monotonic map, of a Za#set is a Z-set, We didln’t realize this simple abstraction and 
reiied on the reader checking that the proofs worked for exh of our Z’s, 
One of t&e princip&l uses of subset systems in [2], was to pick out subcategories of 
Pa consisting of the Z-complete posets with Zp-continuous (possibly different 2’) 
morphisms, For now we are going to write I%@, 2’1 for this category, we already 
have an example; if for each P, Z[P] is the set of subsets of cardindity less than or 
eqturl to 1 (singleton w *r empty) then PofZ, Z} is PoL. Z-cotrpleteness in this LXX 
just requires I._@ exist (srrir32 U(p) =p) and this must be 1; i--continuity of f just 
means f is strict. Observe that for any 2, if there exists P with OE Z[P], then 
preservation of Z-sets (condition (2) above) insures rz) EZ[P] for all P, so we will say 
2 is strict if @EZ\P] for any (all) P and observe that PO:& Z] is always a 
subcategory of when Z is strict. 
-Let P *be a poset; we define (non-strict) subset systems on PO with each of the 
following definitions of what it means for T. subset S of P to be a Z-set in P. 
S is a U-set 
S is an n-set 
S is a PC-set 
S is a C-set 
S is a U-set 
S is a A-set 
S is an I-set 
S is a w0-set 
S is an o-set 
Sisau-set 
S is apt-set 
S is a c-set 














S is non-empty. 
S ia non-empty with cardinality less than or equal to 
n. 
S is non-empty and every pair from S has an upper 
bound in P(a painvise compatible subset).3 
S is non-empty and every finite subset of S h;ti an 
upper bound in P (a compatible subset). 
S is non-empty and bounded in P (bowrded subsets), 
S is non-empty and every pair from S has an upper 
bound in S (iff every non-empty finite subset of S 
has an upper bound in S) (a directed sutset). 
S is non-empty and linearly ordered (a chain). 
S is a non-empty well-ordered chain.4 
S is a chain of order type less than or eql,al to w. 
S is a firnte U-set. 
S is a finite PC-set. 
S is a finite C-set. 
S is a finite U-set (iff S is a c-set). 
e write Ae C to mean A[P]c C[P] for every poset P, i.e., every directed 
s~~~~~ of a ;joset is a ~mpat~bie subset. I: is e,asy to check that 
CbBLZWOtlELiSECCC2U. 
inductive posets inductive &sure h 1 
l-sets are singletons, 2-sets are doubletons and n-sets are definec! for any cardinal 
n. Similarly, we would have defined (~-set for any order type ac jus; as we did for ~0. 
Each of the Z’s in our list is non-strict and it is convenient to ;pcak of their strict 
ccunterparts. For notation we can use 2,. to mean .ZJP] = Z[P] u {@} bu,t 
gc:nerally v$re will just use the qualifier “strict” and also, by example, write Po_[h] 
instead df Po[AJ or Ps[A,, AI]. 
From the procl! of the following proposition one sees that singletons arc always 
Z-sets for subset systems on PO. 
Propmition 1.1. Ler Z be a subset system on PO. 172~1 for each posel P and ~arh 
p E P there exists a Z-set SE Z [P] such that US = ,I?. 
Proof. Let P be a poset and p E Y. By the definition of subset system there exists a 
poset Q with !B # S E Z[Q]. Now define f: Q + P by elf q = p for all 9 E 8. Clearly f is 
monotonic, Sf = (p} and Lib} = p. Cl 
Corollary LE. For any subset system Z and poset P, if p E P then {p} E ZIP]. 
Let P and Q be posets with respective partial orders cp and co. WC say P is a 
subposei of Q IE PC Q (as sets) and if for all p, p’ E P, p ~rlp’ iff p cop’. 
Fact 1.3. Let P be a subposet of Q. Then for every S c P, if S is ic Z-set ;n p t5c:z S 
is a Z-set in Q (but S can be a Z- set in Q without being one in P). 
Proof. Clearly the inclusion morphism L : P + 0 (pi = 11) is monotonic and takes :lny 
Z-set S to itseN. 
That the converse fails is easily seen by considering U-sets. Clearly we EU-I 
choose a noset 0, a bounded-set (U-set) SE Q, aad a subposet P of U which 
contains % but ‘10 upper bound for S. 0 
In the jiF,ht of the above it: is importafit for tkc- reader to rememhcr thar 
when P is4 d subposet of Q and we say “S is a Z-set in P”, this means S E LT[Pj. 
and it is not equivalent to saying “$EZ[Q] such that Sz $‘ Failure to 
remember this distinction will cause confusion in ::eading the remainder cjf thr, 
paper. 
2. 
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We eali the set of Z-compact elements of P the Z-core of P and denote it 
Qrr#$~;l.&G&j f use o ariaIog$ with the“pose!s of partial functions (which is EL’- 
-pItie) tind of relations (LJL-complete), the Z-compact (actually A-compact) 
elenreiits are-sometimes callled “SniteT’, but note that any non-limit ordinal less 
thati a given ordinai Q is I-compalet (or &-compact) in the poset of all ordinals less 
than a, so the use’ of ‘*finite’” can be misleading. On the other hand the poset of 
cofinite subsets of any infinite set S is U-complete with empty U-core (this is, in a 
sense the strongest possible completeness condition and the weakest compactness 
condition). Throwing the empty set in with the cofinite sets gives a complete lattice 
(LJ,-mmplete) with 0 the only U-compact eleme~~t. 
Another observation (that ma.y confound tne intuition) is that if 2 is strict 
($E Z[I’] for all P) then I is never Z-compact because _L E UB 2nd _I_ 5 d f-8 is 
. 
ungmssibt,e, On the other hand, if 2 is non-strict (9g Z[B] for all P) then _I_ is 
always Z-compact. 
The following fact says that compact elements are only trivially obtained as least 
upper bounds. 
2.1. For any Z-set D z5 Corfe]P], LID exists in Core[P] iff LID E D. 
Proof. If UDE Core[P] then its compactness (LJDEUD) says UDc_d’ for same 
d’E D. But d’!%lD SLI UD = d E D. The converse is immediate. Cl 
Defining a condition weaker tlhan Z-completeness, we say a poset P is Z-core 
Complete iff every Z-set in Core[P] has a least upper bound in P. Let ~~~~~~~~ be the 
subcategory of PO with objects which are Z-core complete and morphisms which 
are Z-continuous and preserve compactness, i.e., if f:P+P’ and p E Core[P] then 
pfE CoreiF]. 
A poset P is %-i&z&ue iff every p E P is the least upper bound of some Z-set in 
Core@‘& Let PQz-i!d be the subc;ategory of PO with objects which are Z-inductive 
and morphisms which a re both Z-continuous and preserve compactness. 
I-et P be a posct and p E P. fn tzntexts to follow it is reasonable to call the set of 
afl impact elements less than or equal to p, the support of p, written a[~]; 
~~~~~~~~~g slightly, we define the support of a subset S of P by, 
oISj = (b 1 b E Core[P] and b rs for some s E S}. 
Of c%Xn-se, @IS] = w(G[S] $ s E S}. 
We say P has Z-closed supp0.v :iff for every Z-set S in .P there exists a Z-set D in 
CorefP] such that B]D] = cr[S]. Equivalently, because the support is always an 
as ort i3 for every Z-set 5’ in P, o-[S] is a Z-ideai 
ctiun is a ~~~~ crion to the poset of subsets of 
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Fslct 2.2. Le? P be a Z-inductive poset with p, q E P. Then p ,zq ipf O-.[,D] G a[4 1. 
We will be connecting together and applying the various concepts introduced 
above. Tile proofs manipulate subsets of a poset and their least upper bounds. 
S;ome confusing quantifiers are eliminated from these proofs if we make careful use 
of t:he cofinality relation on subsets. Let Y be a poset and S, S’ csbsets of P. S’ is 
t:ofinal in S (written SK S’) iff for every s E S there exists S’E S’ with s cs’. S and S’ 
are mutually cofinal (written S-S’) iff S,C S’ and S’&S. An important use of 
zofinality is that it is preserved under monotonic maps and mutually cofinal sets 
have identical least upper bo lnds (if they exist). The foliowizg lemma collects 
together these and some other ~eful facts: the proofs are simple manipulations of 
the definitions. 
Lemma 2.3. Let P and P’ be posets f: P -, P’ monotonic, S, S’ arbitrarjl subsets of P 
and D a subset of Core[P]. 
(a) SE: S ’ implies S 5 S’ 
(b) S G S’ implies Sf g S’f. 
(c) S - S’ implies Sf - S’f. 
(d) I,‘ US exists, u’ is an upper bound for S’ and SC, S’ then LJS 5,:::‘. In parkulnr 
if US’ exists, US EUS’. 
(e) If US exists and S-S’ then US = LX. 
(f) (I-[S]& S. 
(g) o[D] -- 5. 
(h) If UD exists then D - cr[UD]. 
(i) If i_lD exists then UD = Lb[UD] 
Proposith 2-6,. Let P be a Z-inductive poset and let S be a Z-set in P. If US exists 
then a[S] =, [US]. Conversely, if there exists p E P with a-[~] = a[??] thltrl 
p=us. 
Proof. B j transitivity, u[S] c &IS], N ow assume d E a[JS], i.e., d E Core[P] ;~nd 
dcLlS. Since d is compact, d r=s for some s F 9. i.e.. ri E ,T[§]. 
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b. P is Z-iraductiue (,y for every p E P, alp] is a Z-ideal in Core[P] 
Pmd. If P ig ~Z-inductive and p E P then p = LID for some Z-set D in Cora[P]. 
l%ro+sitiop 24 says‘cri[p] = ~r[Dj~~Ibul: aID]-is a Z-ideal in Core[P] and u$D] _ D 
(km&~ 2.3(g)) so UoEp] =Urr(D):=UD = p (Lemma 2.3(e)). The’ convert is 
immediate from the definition and Lemma 2.3(e, g). El 
We move now to consider conditions under which a Z-inductive poset is also 
Z-complete. 
2.6 Let P be a Z-inductive. Then P is Z-complete iff P is Z-core 
Ccompkte and has Z-closed support. 
proof. Assume P is Z-complete. Then P is clearly Z-core complete since every 
Z-set in Core[P] is a Z-set in P (Fact 1.3). Now assume S c P is a Z-set in P and 
i_.lS =p. Then since P is inductive, there exists a Z-set D c Core[P) such that 
p =UD. By Proposition 2.4, a[D] = a[p] =: o[S) as required to show that P has’ 
Z-closed support. 
Now assume P is Z-core complete and has Z-closed support. Then given a Z-set 
S in P let D ‘w a Z-set in Core [P] such thrit a[D] = cr[Sj (such exists since P has 
Z-closed support). Since P is Z-core complete there exists p E P such that p = LJD. 
That p = US then follows immediately from I’roposition 2.4. 0 
Pa& 2.7. Among Z-inductive posets, the properties of Z-closed support and 
Z-core completerltiss are independent. 
Fig. 2.1. 
roof. Let P = {GIN b,c, X, y, z) with order as indicated in Fig. 2.1. Let 2 = 2 (Z-sets 
are doubletons OI- singletons). Then Core[P] = {a, b, c}, P is inductive and Z-core 
~rn~~ete but P does not have Z-closed support (e.g. {x, y} is a Z-set in P but 
~[{x, r)] = {a, b, c) is not a Z-set in Cme[P].) 
IA Q = (a, b, c) with c the equality relation, and again 2 = 2. ‘Then Core[B] = 
Q; Q is inductive and Q (trivially) has Z-closed support but (2 is not Z-core 
c~rn~~e~. IJ
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ireductive poset extend uniquely to monotonic Z-continuous maps on the whole 
poset provided there is sufficient completeness in the target, 
Y%eorom 2.8. Let P and Q be posets with P, Z-inductive, untl Q, Z-core complete. 
Let f: Core[P] +Core[Q] be monotonic. Then there exists a unique monoionic Z- 
continuous 7: P+ Q which extends f. 
Proof. Given p E P we know therz exists a Z-set D c Core[P] with p = uD. Since f 
is monotonic, Of is a Z -set in Core[Q], and since Q is Z-core complete. u(D,~) 
exists in Q. Now fc* 7 to extend f and be Z-continuous we must hate p/ = U(Df‘). 
We need to show that f defined this way is indeed well-defined, monotonic. and 
Z-continuous. 
Note that fdoes exisld f because for p E Core[Pj, {p} is a Z-se: (i’orollziy 1.2) 
and pf= U@f} = pf. With p = L!D and D E Core[P], Lemma 2.3(h) szys 11 - rrlp]. 
so by Lemma 2.3(e), !_Df = U(o[p])f. Thu.s no matter what Z-set I> we choose 
with LJD = p, we have 
s.*) pT== UDf = U(c+[p])f 
and this tells us f is well defined. 
If ;“cpi then (Fact 2.2) a[p] E alp’] SO pJ=LJ(o-[p])fci !{~~p’ijf=p’f’ hy 
Lemma 2.3(a, b, d), and we see f is monotonic. 
Finally, for continuity, let S be a set Z-set in P with a = US. up is an upper 
bound for Sf because SEU and f monotonic implies sf~~a[ Let 14 bc any ul:pcr 
bound for Sf: We know ~[a] = o[S]CS by Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 3.3(f). ‘With 
(*) above, k‘n;position 2.4, and Lemma 2.3(dj we get af= ~_!(u~LJ])/’ = I.~(;[_?]& rd 
so aS= USj7 q 
If P and Q Qre both Z-inductive and Z-core complete and if f: CcJW[P]-+ 
Core[Gi is ? n isomorphism then Theorem 2.8 immcdiaialy yields f: P+ Q is ar: 
isomorl !hiPnl. 
One csan check the proof of the previou::; theorem to SW th<jt c:)rilp:ictr;c‘\\ of 
elemenr j of the target of ~‘was not used; WC needed i>nl,>’ th;it /If T’%’ ,i tor Z-Y :t\ 
D in C,rlre[P’]. Therefore the same proof yields: 
_’ i 
I 
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Iductive-posets are intimately related to the “extension basis”’ for posets dis- 
cussed ia ilO]. A subset B of a Z-complete poset P is an Z-extension basis iff, for 
every Z-complete poset 0 and monotonic map f: B + Q, there exists a unique 
?vt+@c Z_coMimio~~,fi P i.,Q that extends f. .This is an exact geheialization of 
&far~~~._an~_&s&& deI$tion with Z repricing “chain”, i.e., taking 2 = 2 
gives thtir definition. We see immediately from Theorem 2.10. 
There is a converse Corollary 2.11 which ‘we will consider at the end of the next 
section. 
In this section we show how, given a suitable poset P, to construct from ii a 
Z-inductive pcrset Z[P] with, in effect, P as its core. We present two approaches, 
both of which give the same result. In the first approach I[P] consists of suitably 
defined equivalence classes af Z-sets of P (the equivalence relation is mutual 
cofinality); in the fjecond approach we use the Z-ideals ol’t P as the elements of I[PT. 
Because of the equivalence of the two approaches (each equivalence class is 
uniquely representable by a Z-ideal) we prove all l.he theorems in terms of 
Z-ideals. 
Recall from the last section that S’ is cofinal in S (SE S’) iff for every s E S there 
exists 2’ E S’ with s c s’. S and S’ are mutually cofinal (S - S’) iff S C_ S’ and S’ G S. 
Fact 3.1. G is a pre-order (I.e., a reflexive, transitive relation) on Z[P], and - is an 
equivalence relation on Z[PJ. 
Given PC, s and - as above, then for each SEZ[P] let [S] denote its -- 
eqa.ivatence class. Given [S], [S’] E Z[P]/-, we write [S ] 5 [S’] ii SG S’. 
Fact 3-2. Z{P]/- equipped with the above ordering is (3 poset. 
RecaLH that a Z-ideal in P is an ideal generated by a Z-set in I? Let I[P] denote 
the pset of Z-ideals ordered by set inclusion.5 An ideal is principal if it ir: 
generated by :: singleton; let C[P] be the poset of principal ideals. Since ever~v 
dmgjetoa set is a Z-set (Coro?!ary 1.2) we know C[P] I I[P]. Let bp: P + I[P] be 
the monotonic map sending esch p E P to the principal Lfeai generated by b}. 
at we -eaHy shsu!d write lzz[P] but the additional notation seems to he unnecessary. 
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Fact 3,3. LP: P + I[P] is an injection and its target restriction to C[P], Q: P + C[P], 
is an isomorphism. 
In what follows we abu>e notation slightly, using ~~ to denote both the function to 
1[a] and the restriction to C[P]; context will, we hope, eliminate any confusion. 
In the beginning of this section we mentioned that equivalence classes modulo 
mutual cofinality and ideals were alternative (equivalent) approaches to the 
inductive closure construction. The following proposition captures that 
equivalence, its proof is left to the reader. 
Proposition 3.4, For any poset P, I[P] = Z[P]/- (ns yusets). 
At this point we leave Z[P]/- and consider the isomorphic poset _i[P] :f 
Z-ideals. 
We now introduce conditions on subset systems th ai ensure that the construction 
P+d[P] has desirable properties. Thi= first, and weaker of the two, is necessary for 
I[P] to be Z-inductive; the second is necessary for. in addition. I/P] to bc 
Z-comnlete. 
We say a subset system 2 is mionized iff for every poset P, if S is a Z-set in I[P] 
and US exists then US = US. Z is union-complete if? I[P] is Z-complete and for 
any -Z-set S f: Z[I[P]], US = US. 
We acknowledge that the notions of Z being unionized or uni!,n-complete iirc 
somewhat obscure if not mystilying. All the .nmic so because we know of no Z (no 
subset system) which is unionized but not union complete. With the exception of 
the finite cardinals greater than one (n-sets for n finite and greater than 1, e.g., 
douGions) all the examples listed in Sectons 1 a.re union-complete. For Z any 
finite cardmal greater than one, on the other hand., we can always construct a posct 
P to show t.hat Z is not unionized. Looking at the most trivial case, take 2 = ? 
(singleton and Gpubleton sets) and consider the posct P = {a, 6, c, d} with ihe u G ib. 
bed and rr_d (F ig. 3.1). The doubleton o:t Z-sets, {{a, b), {c}) has a least upper 
bound {a! b, c, d} in I[P] but it is not the union of {u, b} and {c}. Thus Z = 2 is not 
unionizld. 
Q b c 
Fig. .3.1 
A,?though we know of no subset system that is unionized but not ~~j~~4~-~~~~44~~~~~~ 
it is possible to see a difference between the FWO concepts if wz look at a 3lnglc 
poset rather than at all posets as required by t ,cl 0 ‘((I. h. &.I I’L’ Fh: 
(discrete) poset ordered y equality (ttlc seem cxanmplc in B,;\ct ‘.7) crr1i.l t;nLc 
6i ; ’ 33, wiight et al. 
,Z =$?. ‘&&,I r@] (J&J&. 3 2) is ordered as in the fist example of Fact 2.7. fn effect, 
t’[P] is “unionized” because if the least upper bound of a doubleton of ideals exists 
thenit is the set wnion of those ideals. However I[P] is not 2-complete. 
.1. .” .’ 
a poset. If S is a set of ideals such that US E I[P] (I, J,!; is a 
Z-ide@ then w = US in I[P]. 
4k&kry 3.4. If u is a Z-set in a poset P and ii is the ideal generated by LJ, ‘d”nen 
#d =z U(u) in I[P]. 
Under the assumption that 2 is unionized we characterize the compact elements 
of I[P]. 
3.7. 2 is unionized if Core[I[P]] = C[P]. 
Pro& We tit show that the principal ideals are compact. Assume S is a Z+;et in 
rIP3 a e= f....!9. for p E P. Since 2 is unionized, pi E US so that p is in some s E S 
which es us kr; L s by transitivity and the fact that both pi and s are ideal:;. So 
ps 5 US impties pi. E= s for some s ES, i.e., the principal ideals are compact_. We 
need zs knaw that every compact element of IfPJ is principal. Let u be a Z’-set in P 
and t2 E l[P] its ideal which we assume to be compact. From Corollary 3.6 we have 
fi s U&UC) and cumpactaess says iii c pi for some p E i. But we also have pi E u^ so 
iii = pg aftcf t2 ilp the principal ide crl generated by p. 
smme Core[I[P]] = C[P] and that IJS exists for a Z-set S is, 
Indmr’ivc pcwts and inductive clowre h3 
Conversely p E US means p E s E S and s c US so p E LJS. This gives US C. l_I:iG and 
we have US = US as required. Cl 
Theorem 3.8. If Z is unionized then for each poset P, I[P] r~ Z-inductive and 
Z-core complete. 
Proof. From Proposition 3.7, we know the compac, members of k[P] are the 
principal ideals. But each element of I[P] is ihe ideal ii generated by some zl in 
Z[P] and li = U(U) by Corollary 3.6. Thus I[Pj’] is Z-inductive. Let S be a Z-set of 
principal ideals and u c P the set of generators of those ideals. L( is also a Z-set 
since L-** . C[P] +P is monotonic. Thus the ideal u^ generated by 14 is in IIP]; with 
Corollary 3.6 again, ti = U(ur ) = US. Thus I[P] is Z-core complete. Cl 
We know (Proposition 3.7) Core[P] = Core!:I[Core[P]]l. If Z is unionized then 
I[P] is both Z-inductive and Z-core complete; if P is also Z -inductive and Z ~mrt 
complete then that isomorphism extends to P zs I[Core[P]] by Corollary 2.9. 
Corollary 3.9. If Z is unionized and P is Z-inducarine and Z-cow complete ttwn 
P=Z[Care[P]]. 
Theorem 3.10. If Z is union -complete then for each poset P. I[ P] is Z -inductiw and 
Z-cornpL?te. 
Prop%. if 2 is union-complete then it is unionizetl and thus /[PI is Z-inductive 
(Theorem 3.8). But Z being union-complete mc:ans IJSE r[P] for t’ver:’ SC 
Z[I[P]] and ‘i._jS is US by Fact 3.5. 0 
We promised to return to finish explaining the relationship between Z-inductive. 
Z-complete pos#::rs and posets with extension bases. The following lemma will be 
helpful. 
Lelmala 3. II. If P and Q are posets and h: ? + Q is a Z-cor~tinuo~~~ i.wmorphi.~ru 
then fiw all p E Py p is Z-compact in P iff ph is Z-cornpact in Q. 
Now we can state the converse to Crx-ollary 2. I 1 
roploGtion 3.12. Assume Z is union-,compf 
Z-corr~de~e po.r;et P then P is Z-inductive an cl 
be the unique extension of ‘-5 C[B]+B (taking a principal ideal to its generator) 
given to us by Theorem 3.10. Now hg: .F+F is Z-continuous and extends the 
inclusion map B CP and by uniqueness for extension bases must be lp, while 
gb:PfP]+I[P] must be ZE[PI by uuiqueness in Theorem 3.10. Since h is a Z- 
continuous i&morphism and I[P] is Z-izductive, it follows that P is.Z-inductive. 
Proposition 3.7 together with Lemma 2.11 give,us Core[fE] = B. 0 
In this section we combine and restate the results of the preceeding sectisrrs to 
ghow how, in three different contexts, the: construction of the Z-inductive closu~ 
I[P] of a poset P corresponds to an adjoint functor. If we accept “Doctrine 4” of 
111 then these results show that inductive closure is (in these contexts) a “nalural 
construction”. More significantly, it ‘is these results, especially Theorem 4.3, which 
are t&e key to our above mentioned application to recursion equations with &her 
order variables. 
For review now, Po is the category of all posets with monoeonic maps between 
them. Paz_- is the subcategary of PO with objects which are Z-core complete and 
morphisms which are Z-continuous and preserve Z-compactness. POZ_ind is the 
subcategory of PO with the Z-inductive posets as objects and with morphi:;ms 
which again are Z-continuous and preserve Tmpactness. We will prove there it an 
equivalence between PO and the intersectiun of these two (Poz_~~~. 1 Paz_i ,d). 
Finally, using the notation of Section 1, Po[Z] is the category of Z-complete posets 
with Z-continuous monotonic morphisms. 
The construction “I”, which yields the poset of ideals from & po+;t P actually 
gives rise to several functions (and functors) depending on its target; for example 
there is the @+rget restriction of I: PO + PO to I’: PO + Poz_~~~ when Z is unioni;:ed. 
But we are not going to burden the reader with additional notation for these ral her 
trivial modifications and instead consistently refer to the source and target of the 
functions or functors involved. Thus I:Po+Po[Z] is the target restriction of the 
cunstruc;ion (defined when 2 is union-complete (Theorem 3.9)) and using the 
same c0nvention, Core : POZ_~~~ + PO is the source restriction of Core : PO + PO, the 
latter being the functor that picks out the poset of compact elements from any 
pcset. 
There are many equivalent formulations of “adjunc;ion” dr “adjoint situation” 
(cf. p. 82, Theorem 21). We use the following definition (and its dual) for our 
pre tation.’ 
7 We me this form because we b&eve it is likely to be most familiar to the reader; fw example U i,s 
d ~~d~~~y~~g set fimctcr from monoidc LO sets, XlF/ give15 thz free monoid generated by a set X and 
9;~ :X-b XlF1f.J is rhe injection aif X ix& ik ti,&;:yEng s,et of the free monoid generated by X. The 
~jt~~~ given below says that rnall~~n~ of the genera to the underlying set of a 
ext&ldS ~~~~~~~y to 3 rn~~~~~ h rn~r~~b~sm %!ron~ .YiFJ to 
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Let A and x’ be categories, U a fun’;tor from A to X, IFI an object map. 
(, and (17~ : X +X/F/U> a fanlily of morphisms in indexed by objects 
in 1x1. Then we say U is a right adj,ni.~t,fr~rcmr with respect to (IF], v> whenever the 
following universal condition is satisfied.’ 
(*)‘For every object A of ~4 and morphism h : X + AU of I%’ there exists a unique 
morphkm h# : X/F1 -+B A such that 
commutes. i.e., qx(h “U) = II. 
The data (U, IFI, 7~) determine a functor F (with object par! IFi) which is (left-j 
adjoint to U: let g: X -+X’ be a morphism in X. Then gqX,: X + X’IFI U and 
gF = (gqxyp!:X1F( +X’IFl. Now -q is a natural transformation from lx to Fe/ and 
is the unit of the adjunction. 
The dual formulation is as follows: let A and be ‘categories. F: X 4 14, 
IUl:(A!-+ 1.X\ d an &A: AIUIF+A, a family of morphisms in . Then F is a kft 
adjoint fmctor with resplect to (IV/, E) whenever the following universal condition 
hold?. 
(**I For every object X of X and morphism g: XI; 
morphism g# : Ji; +A)U) such that 
thcrc exists ;I unique 
commWes.” 
The e:??lsion of IU! to a functor is given lor h:A -+A’ by hU =(t,A)“:AJFJ- 
A’IF(>. F I, adj,oint to U and E : UF --* 1~ is the counit of the adjunction. 
An efduivalence between categories is u:ually defined “existentially”, i.e., ;L 
functoi S: A 4 c’ for which there exists a functor T: 2nd n:rtur:J k)- 
morpk’isms 7’S z 4~ aEd ST ti IA {sc;. [? :;. ? 11). We believe the ~ituatinn II, cic;~r~>f 
if we llse the same format as that for adjunctions. 
C be caregories, S a functcr from . /T’ a 271 ~?!~iCi.i n1,1;7. 
f? incic\i-il 13) 18’ 
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Then we say S is an equivalence with respect to (ITI, q) iff S is full and faithful and 
each vc is an isomorphism.” 
l%eor~!m 41,t. When Z ,ti unionized, the functor Core : Poz..~~~+ PO is a right 
&joint finctor with respect to Ithe object map I: IPol + ~Poz_~~~] and the .family of 
morphisms tp : P + CoefI[P]]. 
hf. Following the scheme of things outlined at the beginning of this section, let 
Q be a Z-core complete poset, P - * rary poset, and h: P+ Core[Q]. Under 
the hypothesis that Z is unionized, I[P] is Z-inductive, Z-core complete anI 
Core[I[P]] = C[P] (proposition 3.7 and Theorem 3.8). Thus h determix,es 
the monotonic map bW1h:Core[IIP]] +Core[Q] which hiis, by Theorem 
2.8, a unique monotonic Z-continuous extension i %I[P]+ 0. This is the 
required h” since L Core[h#] = L (Core[l[P]]1ar Core[Q]) = u--‘h - h and if 
i (Core[n’[i”]]fg rCct%fQ]j= h then multiplying by 6-I tells us thail g is a mono,- 
tonic Z-continuous I;xtension of L-lb. The uniqueness part of Theforem 2.8 gives 
g=a. cl 
Tkorena 4.2. When Z is unio,nized the fi rnctor Core : Poz+~ -+ PO is a left adjoin; 
. functor with respect .to the objecilt map I: jPc,I -* IPo z_indl and the family of mcyhisms 
L;* : Core[I[P]] + P. 
Proof* Again, since 2 is unionized, the image of a poset Q under I is Z-inductive. 
Now Ie:t P be Z-inductive, Q a.rbitrary, and h: Core[P] + Q. Then hLO: Core[P] -p 
cOre[llC? ]I h as a unique morrotonic Z-continuous extension ra: P + I(Q] by 
Theorem 2.8. Again we take Es”: P+I[Q] to be To and get Core[h”]bo = h-‘. 
Uniqueness foilows in the same way as in Theorem 4.1. Cl 
0n4.3. Assume Z is uvrionized. The functor Core : ??oZecore n POz-ind -+ PO 
is an equivalence with respect to the object map I: lPo[ + (Paz_,, 17 
famiiy of morphisms Lo: P* Core[l[P]]. 
The extension theorem (2.8) tells us that Core is full and faithful because for 
evev g: Cox[P] + Cme[P’] there exists (full) a unique (faithful) monotonic Z- 
~~~t~~~~~~ extensioct g: P + P’: h I** extension just means Coreig] = g. We already 
know that the injeic:tionr, ~~:fl+Core[l\Bj] are isomcrphisms so we have an 
~q~jYa~~~~. 0 
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Theorem 4.4. When Z is union -complete, the inclusio 
a right adjoint functor wifh respect co the objecf map I: -* lPa[Z]I. arrd hc> fi-imil)! 
of morphisms ~~ : P -+ I [P]. 
Proof. Theorem 3.10 says that when Z is union-complete, I[P] is Z-complete. so 
the object map is well-defined. Now let Q be Z-comy>lete, P arbitrary and h : P + Q 
in PO; wie need a unique Z-monotonic Z-continuous extension L;‘~I: I[P] 3 Q by 
Theorem 2.10 since Q is 2-co.rnplete and I[P] is Z-inductive. Indeed we again 
take h# to be Lplh and +h# = h as required: uniqueness of h * rests, as before, on 
Cqueness of its extending tp’h. Cl 
Eiach of the adjunctions (Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4) and the equ;ivalence 
(Theorem 4.3) involve the inductive closure construction I only as an object map. 
Now we want to look at it as a functor. As we indicated at the beginning of this 
section, each adjunction determines the extension of I to morphisms (to a fugctcr) 
but we first describe it directly as a functor (which we expect any construction to be, 
“Doctrine 2”, [1]) f rom PO to PO a,nd check that, under the conditions for the 
adjuncttrtns, I: PO+ PO agrees on morphisms with the target restriction determined 
in each ca.se. 
Let P and Q be posets and f: P-b Q monotonic. Then I[f]: I[Pj + l[Q] sends 
hi[p] to (Sf)%I[Q], h w ere S is ,a Z-set in P and g its ideal. We known ;hzli if 
9 = 3’ then S-S’ (!Proposition 3.4) and S -S’ gives Sf - S’f (Lemma 2.3(c)), so 
(Sf)” = (S’f)* by Proposition 3.4 again. Thus I[ f] _ ic well defined. Functorality of I is 
immediate with this definition: (s)i[ f]I[g] -I (Sf)‘I[g] = (Sfg)’ = $I[fg]. 
Now WC compare this functor I with the one determined by the first adjunction 
(Theorem 4.1, I* PO + PO _ z mre adjoint to Core). There 1 must be dcfincd 011 
morphisms to be (&)# for f: P+ (1 in PO. But from the proof of Theorem 4.1 
(f‘o)” = LpTfLg w$ir.+ is the unique extension of G’fbo to a monotonic Z-continu- 
ous fu.nctior from I[P:l to I[Q] guaranteed by Theorem 2.8. Now our I[f] extends 
the compc, ite 
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fn the same way one ca, fi check that, with appropriate target restriction, I 
is the same as the other functor obtained from the inclusion. (Po[Z] c PO) being 
a right adjoint fun&or with respect to (I, I&. In this case, since I : Po -3 P&Z j is 
adjoint to the inclusion, it is a reficctor and thus the categ.xy of Z-complete 
posets with Z-continuous morphisms is refiective subcategory of t>e category of 
pasets* 
By a slight change in the definition of 1 we get a (correspondingly slight) 
strengthening of the first ZMO adjunctions. In particular if we take I’[P] to be P 
together with all ideals generated by Z-sets of cardinality gre iter than one, then 
I~: P+ I’[P] is an inclusion and 4’: PO-, PoZ_,, is left-adjr )int-left-inverse to 
Core: P~z.~~ + PO from the first adjunction and I’: PO-+ POz_ind is right- 
adjoint-left-inverse to Core: POz_ind *PO from the second irajunction (see [8, 
p. 91]“). 
ye might also try to improve things in the union-complete case, since for each 
poset P, I[f] ._ if Z-inductive as w&l1 as being Z-complete but stilil we only have that 
this category of Z-compfete, Z-inductive.pose& with Z-continuous morphisms is a 
reflective subcategory of PO; we have no inverse for I or equiv’alence of categories 
because I is not full (I(f) is always core-preserving).‘* The onl;r further refinement 
possible takes us tc 1: Po+Po[Z] r>Po z_ind (nOW morphisms :.rre core pri%XVing) 
but we find nothing new; indeed I is an equivalence, but it is the same one as 
obtained from Theorem 4.3 because of the following. 
Faet 4.5. If 2 is union-f:ompfete and P is Z-inductive and Z-core complete, then P 
is Z-complete. 
Proof. Union-complete imphcs unionized so 
But with 2 being union-complete I[Core[P]] 
Coro!;ary 3.9 says P = I[Core[P]]. 
is Z-complete (Theorem 3.10) and 
r-l the isomorphism telb us P is abo Z-complete. ,_, 
Thus under the assumption that Z is ,.inion-complete Po=_~~=~ PoZ_ind and 
Po[Z] n Poz_i”d are the same. 
” Note that I’ would have to be tmrefully defined :rs a disjclint l&n with P, e.g., PU {(P, 3) 1 S is a 
Z-set in P c-d cardinality greater than one), and then the (.brdtring is further complicated by this 
therWme technica!ity. 
‘* Tk category, with Z-compiete, Z-inductive pose& and Z-CC ntinuous, monotonic morphirms (for 
which we haven’t introduced notation) should probably be called t) e category of Z-algebraic pcsets if it 
*aeren’t for our aversion to the use of “algebraic” in th& co1 text (see the first footnote in the 
j~tr~~~~~~ The closest thing to the category of Z-algebrarc pasets that we look at in detail here is 
PozMri PofZj. but note that morphisms here, besides being Z-cc: ‘ntinuous, also preserve compactness 
wbicb is a Condition we have not seen il J the literature, 
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5. Probllems and further considerations 
In Section 3 we left an embarrassing problem: does there exist a subset system Z 
OII PO such that Z is unionized but not union-complete. Since the many examples 
listed in Section 1 were of no help in this regard we have considered metho&, of 
constructing (possibly pathological) subset systems in an effort to bridge this 
unfortunate gap. For example, ta!::: any poset P and !et Z[P] be a set of subsets 
(including some non-empty subset) of P closed under n!Gniotonic maps from P tc P. 
TOW for any poset Q, let Z[Q] be all sets which are obtained as images of sets in 
Z[P] under monotonic maps F:P+ Q. The result is d subset systctn because if 
SEZ[Q] and f: Q + Q’, then Sf is in Z[Q , because S was obtained as S’k for 
some h:P+ Q and S’EZ[P], and Sf = S’hf :vhich is in Z[Q’] by construction. 
Another method is to have an arbitrary function Z’ assigning subsets Z’[P] to 
each P (some Z’[P] having a non-empty set) and then define Z[P 1 to be the images 
.‘;f for a11 Gosets Q, monotonic maps f: Q + P and sets S E Z[ 01. The resulting: Z is 
a subset system. 
Neither construction, however, has led to a subset system which is unionized and 
not union-complete. 
We have considered other conditions on subset systems which seem interesting 
but for which we have found no application. The following two seem particularly 
intriguing 
(A) -4 subset system is strong union complete iff each Z[P] is Z-complete. Most 
of our examples are strong union complete but now, besides including the finite 
cardirr ~ls, which are not even unionized, the ordinals are not strong union 
complete. For example it is possible ‘to construct an w-chain of w-chains in the 
rationals whose union is all of the rationals and thus is not an w-cnain. 
(B) A subse: system is dsrunwaru’ consistent iff for each poset P and suh:?c)sci 
PC_ P if SE _Z[P] and S r P’ then SE ZIP’]. Many of the .;tandard subset svstems 
are downward consistent (e.g., o, WO, I, &, LJ, _J) but those requiring bounds outside 
S are not: C; PC and U are not downward consistent. 
Our focus. in this paper has been entirely on the order-theoretic aspects of 
induct+ posets and inductive closure. As indicati*J in the beginning, ix~r mc>ii\,:~- 
tion is 1.3 car;*y these ideas over to algebras and algebraic theories. In investiyatinp 
the pro”sle:rs there, we have found (not surprisingi),) that zdditional conditions art’ 
needed on a subset system Z in order for the c~~~struction to carry okc”r 1,) the 
algebraiI.: framework. Previewing that work. and adding a cc>up?c of conc’nitic~n~ on 
subset cyster;ls that we know are applicable, we say 2 is crxswf-tq? if for all ;~hc14 
PI and ?z and Z-sets Si E Z[Pil, there exists SE L[$I >i P: . SUCK thkit S iirlit S, x ‘*l: 
a mutu.8lly cofinal. Z is cr~ssed=-doM~n if for each S t: Z[P, 7 P:]. Pp‘ :In~ii Sz, I 7 .qr;: 
are nnu&ually cofinal where STi is the projec:ti.on of S ii1 Pi. 
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not be Z-continuous, even for nice Z. All the questions of this paper can be asked 
again when the, source category has Z’-contin 810u~l (possibly a 2’ + Z) morphisms; 
then. -the +onxpletiou construction .would be.. ref,yuired to preserve those ,least 
upper bounds of Z-sets that exist in the. sour,:e. Indicative 1:1f this.process, [4, p. 
126] gives a construction which takes-a poset to a complete lattice while preserving 
both tipper and lower boun& of finite sets. 
A sub;:: system 2 will be called ropologi& iff for every .D E Z[F] and A c P 
eitherDnAEZrP]andDnA-DorDn(P-AjlE.Z[P]anldDn(P-A)-D.It 
is the fact that A is topological that permits the definition of a topology on a 
complete lattice as in [13]. The A-compact elements in a complete lattiw are 
sometimes (for topological reasons) called. “isolate&‘. As Scott [ 131 points out, the 
isolated points “might well be called finite” although this is a “very generalized 
ulotion of finite and is only an analogy”. (This is something we have alluded to 
above.) The important point here is the idea of compactness: which is key to this 
paper, has a relativized version which calls “relativel;~r finite” and the generalization 
for subset systems is immediate: in a poset P, an eCcment x is said to be rtdatively 
Z-compuct with respect to y E P (in symbols x < y ,l, iff whenever S E Z[P] and 
y c US then x cz for some I E S. Then Scott’s continuous lattices [ 12, 135 have a 
generalized counterpart in the notion of a Z-complete poset P in which every 
element y is the least upper bound of the elements relatively Z-compact ,to it; 
y =U{x 1 x 4 y). It may be only a curiosit;;, but we think it would be interesting to 
investi@e this generalized concept: It might Iead to a better understanding of the 
role of “continuity” as used in “continuous lattice”. 
As ir fin?1 problem area, we feel that it is important to clearly delineate the 
conditions under which passage to function spaces preserves completeness, 
compactness, inductiveness, and the: like. We hope that the concept of subset 
system will facilitate this investigation. 
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